Experience Innovation with Precast

WALL PANELS

Applicable for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Agricultural
Civil

Why Precast Walls?
Because no two precast projects are the same.
Precast walls are durable and resistant to impact and
natural elements (mold, fire, and high winds). Wall panels
are 100 percent customizable - shaped, sized and finished to
meet any need.
Precast can take the shape of any mold and can replicate brick,
block or signature aesthetics, such as photographs, monograms
and/or custom designs.
On site, Precast offers added safety measures for construction
crews as they remain within the enclosed building envelope.
The show must go on! With precast, it can.

Benefits of
Precast Walls

In countries such as Canada, where temperature
swings and freezing conditions can limit the
number of viable construction hours available
each year. Precast provides a key construction
schedule advantage.

• Consistent quality & precision
• Controlled casting conditions
• C
 an be produced with
higher R-values
• Exceeds provincial fire ratings
• Sound resistant
• Durable
• Impact resistant
• Premium finishes
• E
 ndless finishing options for
colour, texture and shape
• F
 ewer man hours on site
- Reduces project risk
• All weather installation
• Speed of construction
• Reduction in trades

The Fritz-Alder Advantage
You need a precaster with significant experience
in both the specialized areas of fabrication and
installation. We have been doing just that in
Ontario since 1972, working with some of the
most prominent designers, and meeting the
requirements of the most exacting customers.
Fritz-Alder Precast’s Advanced technology system
offers innovative designs and provides efficient
production schedules to meet project needs.
Our promise to our customers; be relentless in
our pursuit of quality and precision, from design
to manufacturing to installation.

A faster
pace of
construction
with added
safety
measures

Ready,
Set,
GO!

THE BEST CHOICE FOR STRENGTH, DURABILITY & STYLE

Finished to meet
your needs
Brick, stone, ribbed, stained, textured or smooth,
with 500+ molds to choose from, what is your
preference?

Visit www.faprecast.ca to view more of our
mold liners and finishes.

Fritz-Alder Precast
We’ve got this!
Elite customer service starts with a quality product that everyone can be proud
of and a Fritz-Alder Precast commitment to deliver cost effective solutions to
our customers.
We strive to create unique, value engineered precast possibilities for your project
by combining our advanced technical knowledge with continuous innovation.

• Trust
• Partnership
• Compete
• Safety

Our experience in precast
Established

1972

From barns to solar to nuclear containers to superstructures,
Fritz-Alder Precast has completed projects in all different
shapes and sizes. Our years of experience in the precast
concrete industry dates back to 1972.

Relentless quality control from engineering through to installation

info@faprecast.ca | www.faprecast.ca
Sales & Engineering: 617 Colby Dr Unit 1, Waterloo, ON N2V 1Y9
Production: 173 Concession 6, Chepstow, ON N0G 1K0

